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Soft-matter technologies have a potentially central role in wearable 
computing, human–machine interaction, soft robotics, and other emerging 
applications that require highly compliant and elastic materials. However, 
these technologies are largely composed of soft materials that are susceptible 
to damage and loss of functionality when exposed to real-world loading 
conditions. To address this critical challenge, we present a soft responsive 
material that, like natural nervous tissue, is able to identify, compute, and signal 
damage in real-time. The soft composite material contains liquid metal droplets 
dispersed in an elastomer matrix that rupture when mechanical damage occurs 
(e.g., compression, fracture, or puncture), creating electrically conductive 
pathways. The resulting change in local conductivity can be actively sensed and 
coupled with actuation, communication, and computation in a manner that 
presents new opportunities to identify damage, calculate severity, and respond 
to prevent failure within soft material systems. When placed on the surface of 
a soft, humanoid-like inflatable structure, the skin can detect puncture damage 
and control the operation of an embedded fan to prevent deflation.

human–machine interaction.[7,8] As the 
performance and complexity of these 
systems continues to increase, uninter-
rupted monitoring of the integrity of 
individual soft material components 
becomes increasingly important. This 
requires the ability to track material and 
structural health through the detection 
of damage and propagation of flaws and 
defects. In more conventional material 
systems, damage has traditionally been 
detected through a variety of non-destruc-
tive evaluation (NDE) techniques, which 
can include ultrasonics, X-radiography, 
Eddy currents, magnetic techniques, and 
visual inspection.[9,10] However, these 
systems are often bulky, can have strict 
material requirements (i.e., Eddy current 
approaches can only inspect conductive 
materials), and are more suited for peri-
odic monitoring of damage in large-scale 
systems.[11] Recent efforts have focused 

on more scalable methods based on thin-film approaches that 
utilize visual inspection or ultrasonic techniques. Examples 
include the use of dye penetrants or mechanically induced color 
change through the use of specific chemical functional groups 
that undergo mechanochemical reactions.[12–15] Despite their 
promise for certain monitoring conditions, these techniques 
often result in a limited visual signal and can require controlled 
lighting conditions to increase reliability.[16] Micro-capsule tech-
niques have recently demonstrated enhanced contrast with 
permanent color change.[16] However, visual inspection is best 
suited for line of sight applications, can be tedious and time 
consuming, and potentially unreliable, which limits their use in 
autonomous and deployable systems.[11] Compact piezoelectric 
or resistive systems can monitor damage remotely.[17,18] How-
ever, these systems are typically composed of stiff (modulus 
> 1 GPa) and relatively brittle (strain < 10%) materials such 
as lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) or polyvinylidene difluoride 
(PVDF), making them incompatible with soft and highly 
deformable materials and structures.[19,20]

In the case of soft material systems, damage detection 
architectures must be mechanically compatible with the host 
structure. Human nervous tissue provides an example of a 
soft responsive material that is capable of detecting, communi-
cating, and responding to harmful external stimuli (Figure 1a). 
The detection of adverse stimuli is initiated from an exten-
sive network of cutaneous and subcutaneous receptors called 
nociceptors.[21] The nociceptors are responsible for firing action 
potentials to directly relay this information to the cortex of the 
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Sensing Skin

1. Introduction

Advances in soft-matter engineering have enabled the develop-
ment of highly integrated, multifunctional materials capable 
of autonomous operation.[1–3] Such materials have the poten-
tial to mimic the rich properties of skin, nervous tissue, and 
muscle for applications ranging from soft robotics,[4–6] and 
“artificial skin” electronics for physiological monitoring and 
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brain. The human body responds by activating motor pathways 
to move the endangered appendage away from the external 
stimuli. This interconnected response in biological systems has 
inspired a wide range of stimuli-responsive materials that adapt 

or respond to environmental changes including temperature, 
mechanical or physical, optical, and chemical.[22–25] Bioinspired 
soft materials that exhibit similar response and which also 
interface with existing technologies provide a path forward to 
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Figure 1. LM–elastomer composite for autonomous damage detection. a) Illustration of the human body’s response to harmful external stimuli: 
detection (firing of nociceptors), communication (firing of action potentials), and response (activation of motor pathways). b) Illustration of the 
artificial nervous tissue’s response to mechanical damage: detection (local change in conductivity), communication (flow of electrical current), and 
response (algorithmic response). c) Photograph sequence of a notched sample that is strained until mechanical failure. The propagation of the notch 
creates a conductive network, as indicated by the illumination of the green LEDs. d) The damage sensing composite is composed of microdroplets of 
LM embedded within a hyperelastic material that rupture upon induced mechanical damage, creating a percolating or continuous conductive network  
of LM.
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enable intelligent, programmable interactions between external 
stimuli and dynamic material properties.[1] Recently, autonomy 
has been incorporated in soft-matter systems through intelligent  
mechanical design with pre-planned tasks and on-board actua-
tion, power, and computation.[2,26–30] While promising, these 
systems lack the necessary hardware and sensing to provide 
critical run-time feedback to modify the pre-planned task. 
Additionally, for wireless machines in remote areas, power 
consumption needs to be minimized. This is critical for long-
term remote monitoring of deployed systems to achieve system 
autonomy. The comprehensive system-level integration of com-
ponents to enable soft-matter robotic materials to be fully self-
aware of their current state still remains a significant challenge.

Here, we introduce a soft material architecture for “arti-
ficial nervous tissue,” that incorporates LM–elastomer com-
posites and arrays of LM traces in a manner that enables 
active electri cal detection and localization of multiple material 
damage events. The soft and elastically deformable “artificial 
nervous tissue” can detect and localize damage (Figure 1b) by 
monitoring the formation of conductive areas from damage 
related events such as compression, fracture, or puncture. 
When damage occurs, LM microdroplets within the LMEE will 
rupture and cause in situ conductive pathways between neigh-
boring droplets to form, which is observed as a local change 
in electrical conductivity. To sense the local, discrete changes 
in electrical conductivity, a passive multiplexing technique is  
used, where a pair of electronic switches and a microcon-
troller is used to monitor the impedance between adjacent 
LM traces (Figure 1c) or at each node for overlapping arrays 
(Figure 4). By monitoring the formation, instead of destruc-
tion, of conductive networks, a large change in electrical signal 
is observed resulting in a nearly digital response to damage. 
Furthermore, the self-healing properties of the LM–elastomer 
composite allow the detection of multiple damage events along 
the same conductive LM trace in overlapping arrays. This ulti-
mately provides a path forward for achieving the longevity that 
is exhibited in natural, biological systems. The electrical com-
munication of damage enables direct integration with existing 
electronic control systems, providing a method for soft-matter 
robotic systems to initiate an algorithmic response to prevent 
failure. Due to the initially open circuit architecture (naturally, 
electrically insulating), the damage detection scheme requires 
ultra-low currents to monitor the undamaged state, as power is 
not dissipated across a resistive medium. To demonstrate the 
ability to detect, communicate, and respond to a potentially det-
rimental event, we integrate this material architecture with an 
untethered, inflatable soft humanoid structure, where multiple 
puncture events are rapidly detected, computed, and utilized in 
a control loop to prevent deflation and loss of functionality.

2. Results & Discussion

We realize this damage detecting material system using an 
LMEE material architecture, where Ga-based LM is shear 
mixed with uncured silicone elastomer at a 1:1 volume ratio, 
forming a suspension of LM microdroplets (∼45 µm particles, 
Figures S1 and  S2, Supporting Information).[31] Previously, the 
authors and others have shown that LM-embedded elastomer 

(LMEE) composites can be engineered to exhibit a wide range 
of material properties—including extreme toughening,[32] excep-
tional electrical and thermal properties,[33–40] and the ability to form 
electrically conductive pathways through controlled mechanical 
pressure[31,41–44] or laser patterning[45] that autonomously form 
new conductive pathways when the material is torn, punctured, 
or removed.[31] Electrical conductivity is only possible with  
certain compositions and requires extreme pressure or 
stretch in order to rupture the embedded LM droplets and 
induce percolation. Electrical percolation is induced by large 
internal tensile stress concentrations that form around the LM 
inclusions.[46] Upon application of sufficient pressure, the thin 
elastomer layer between inclusions ruptures, leading to the 
in situ flow of LM and formation of percolating electrical net-
works. While these previous efforts have examined the conduc-
tivity and electromechanical properties of LMEEs, the electrical 
response to damage is rarely studied and none of them have 
explored how load-controlled LM droplet percolation can be 
harnessed to detect and localize damage within a soft material 
system. Building upon this previous work, we tune the LMEE 
material architecture by varying the stiffness of the elastomer 
matrix and examine its influence on the response of LMEEs 
to mechanical loading and damage. Electrical conductivity 
is observed to generally increase with volume loading of LM 
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). For this study, we concen-
trate on the composite with the highest electrical conductivity 
(φ = 50%). In particular, we show that LMEEs can be incorpo-
rated into a soft materials architecture that electrically registers 
the occurrence and location of mechanical damage caused by 
compression, fracture, or puncture (Figure 1c,d). When dam-
aged, LM microdroplets within the LMEE will rupture and 
cause in situ conductive pathways between neighboring drop-
lets to form (Figure 1d). The damage-initiated change in elec-
trical conductivity enables mechanical damage to be actively 
detected and localized, as indicated by the illumination of the 
LEDs as a notch propagates through the specimen (Figure 1c 
and Video S1, Supporting Information). The fracture process 
zone experiences high local strains that result in the formation 
of an internal percolating network and local change in the elec-
trical conductivity. Because this process zone extends beyond 
the immediate boundaries of a tear, we observe that the LEDs 
are illuminated before the notch reaches the conductive trace. 
Additionally, the internal LM percolation associated with this 
response can be coupled with optical cues that are analogous 
to skin bruising (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Com-
pared to other multi-point methods such as electrical imped-
ance tomography that monitor the loss in conductivity,[47–49] 
or increase in resistance, across a film, the damage detection 
scheme presented here requires lower currents to monitor the 
undamaged state, due to the initially open circuit architecture 
(naturally, electrically insulating).

2.1. Mechanical Characterization

The damage sensing layer is composed of Ga-based LM that is 
shear mixed with uncured silicone elastomer at a 1:1 volume 
ratio, forming a suspension of LM microdroplets (≈45 µm 
particles, Figures S1 and  S2, Supporting Information).[31] 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900160
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This architecture provides significant stress shielding from 
unintended activation over other droplet film type architec-
tures.[42] We utilize an elastomer blend of Sylgard 184 and 
Sylgard 527[50] to tailor the mechanical characteristics of the 
solid–liquid hybrid composite and its sensitivity to mechan-
ical damage. The mechanical behavior of the LM–elastomer 
composite (φ = 50%) is studied under tensile loading for two 
oligomer/curing agent ratios (5:1, 10:1; α = 100%) and four 
different blends of Sylgard 184 and Sylgard 527 (α = 80, 60, 
40, 20%, where α is the ratio of Sylgard 184 to Sylgard 527). 
Figure 2a presents the stress–strain curves for the different 
LM–elastomer composites. From this data, the influence of the 
liquid inclusions is studied by measuring the tensile modulus 
of the filled, Ec, and unfilled, Ee, elastomer. Figure 2b shows 
that the LM inclusions soften the compliant-matrix. These 
results generally agree with Eshelby’s inclusion theory,[51] 

Ec = Ee/(1 + 5φ/3), assuming incompressible fluidic inclusions 
(Ei = 0 Pa). Referring to Figure 2b (inset), both the experimental 
results and theory suggest an approximately 50% decrease in 
the stiffness with the addition of LM inclusions (φ = 50%). As 
shown in Figure 2c, the elastic strain limit of the elastomer 
and composite generally increases with increasing compliance. 
While, the LM inclusions have a negligible influence on the 
strain limit of the elastomer composite, they can significantly 

increase the toughness of the host elastomer by resisting frac-
ture propagation.[32] Furthermore, when used as a coating, the 
LM composite has a negligible influence on the stress–strain 
response of Nylon fabric (Figure 2d). Here, we observe that 
LM inclusions increase the compliance of the soft, silicone 
rubber, while maintaining the elastic strain limit. This desir-
able combination of properties is uniquely enabled by the 
inclusion of liquid metal droplets, which preserve the proper-
ties of the host material and enable electronic damage detection 
and localization.

2.2. Formation of Electrical Networks

The LM–elastomer composite is (naturally) electrically insu-
lating after curing due the the presence of an insulating oxide 
skin on the surface of the LM droplets and lack of droplet–
droplet contact (or percolating networks). However, the 
application of local pressure or various modes of mechanical 
damage (e.g., cutting, puncture, large strain deformation) 
can cause the LM inclusions to rupture, forming a conduc-
tive percolating network (conductance between two adjacent 
traces, G > 0.003 S) that is internal to the composite with 
a minimum thickness of 200 µm (Figure S5 and Table S1, 
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Figure 2. Mechanical and electrical characterization. a) Stress–strain response under uniaxial extension to mechanical failure for two oligomer/curing 
agent ratios (5:1, 10:1; α = 100%) and four different blends of Sylgard 184 and Sylgard 527 (α = 80, 60, 40, 20%, where α is the ratio of Sylgard 184 to 
Sylgard 527). b) Modulus as a function of elastomer blend (φ = 0, 50%). Inset: Composite modulus, Ec, as a function of elastomer modulus, Ee, and 
Eshelby’s inclusion theory (dashed line), assuming incompressible fluidic inclusions, Ei = 0 Pa. c) Mechanical failure strain as a function of elastomer 
blend (φ = 0, 50%). d) There is a negligible influence on the stress–strain response of ripstop nylon fabric when coated with the LM–elastomer 
composite. All error bars are the standard deviation. e) Uniaxial extension strain upon which an electrical network is formed. For samples blended 
with Sylgard 527, an electrical network did not form before mechanical failure. f) Compression force required to cause the formation of an electrical 
network. Electrical activation was intermittent for the α = 40% blend and did not occur for approximately half of the samples tested (N = 12). (b)-(-d) 
N = 3, (e) N = 5.
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Supporting Information). The damage-initiated change in 
electrical conductivity was systematically studied for the dif-
ferent elastomer blends and various modes of mechanical 
damage. First, the electrical conductivity was monitored 
between two conductive tabs of a dogbone specimen under 
uniaxial deformation. As shown in Figure 2e, only the Syl-
gard 184 specimens (α = 100%) formed an electrical network 
before mechanical failure occurred. The composite was then 
subjected to mechanical compression. A glass cylindrical 
indenter (3 mm diameter, 10 mm length) was pressed into 
the composite across two conductive traces until an elec-
trical network was formed. As shown in Figure 2f, without 
puncture, a large compressive force is required to form an 
internal, percolating electrical network. The softer LM–elas-
tomer composites either did not form an electrical network 
under compression (α = 20%) or only achieved intermittent 
activation (6 of 12, α = 40%) that was typically not perma-
nent (Figure S6, Supporting Information). To differentiate 
between compression and puncture, the α = 20% composite 
could be combined with a α ⩾ 60% composite. If puncture 
occurs, both composites would be activated. If concentrated 
compression occurs, only the α ⩾ 60% composite would 
be activated. Lastly, all elastomer blend composites were 
observed to form an electrical network when cut with a pre-
cision knife. Figure 3a shows the formation of a permanent 
electrical network as indicated by the illumination of the 

green LEDs as the knife passes through the material. During 
puncture events, such as cutting, the LM droplets on the 
damaged surface are severed in addition to the formation 
of an internal percolating network (Figure 3a, inset). In the  
presence of oxygen, an oxide skin is formed on the exposed 
LM, preventing unwanted flow of LM. These results demon-
strate that the composite is stable under typical operational 
conditions and that the mechanical properties of the com-
posite can be easily tuned without increasing the overall 
thickness of the device to achieve damage-initiated conduc-
tivity only when puncture occurs.

2.3. Integrating with Host Substrates

To demonstrate the ability to integrate the active damage layer 
with existing structures, the composite was coated on a variety 
of commonly used materials including fabric (nylon, polyester), 
plastic (polyethylene terephthalate (PET), acrylonitrile buta-
diene styrene (ABS)), and metal (aluminum). As shown in 
Figure 3b, the composite can be directly coated and cured on 
a variety of materials or attached using a silicone glue (Sil-
poxy, Smooth-On). When coated on flexible substrates (fabric, 
thin plastic film), the soft and highly compliant LM–elastomer 
composite is electrically stable and does not restrict the gen-
eral kinematic motion of the flexible substrate (Figure 3b). 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900160

Figure 3. Damage detection substrate versatility. a) Photograph sequence of mechanical damage induced by a precision knife. The propagation of 
damage is indicated by the green LEDs. Inset: photograph of the cut surface. b) The damage sensing composite is then fabricated on a variety of 
substrates while maintaining electrical insulation. c) Upon cutting the substrate, the material activates on all substrates (bottom row), as indicated 
by the illuminated LED.
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Additionally, as a coating, the LM–elastomer composite is 
able to detect damage as indicated by the illuminated LED 
(Figure 3c)—similar to what was shown in Figure 1 for the free-
standing elastomer. These results demonstrate that the com-
posite can be used as a coating to detect damage on a variety of 
substrates, ranging from flexible to rigid, polymeric to metallic, 
and porous to continuous.

2.4. Detection and Localization of Damage

The LM–elastomer composite reports changes in structural 
or material health by detecting local changes in electrical 
conductivity. To sense the local, discrete changes, a passive 
multiplexing technique is used to monitor the impedance 
between adjacent LM traces in 1D samples (Figure 1c) or at 

each node, or crossing, of the overlapping arrays in 2D sam-
ples (Figure 4). The highly deformable liquid metal traces are 
spray deposited[52] onto the LMEE composite (sensing layer) 
and sealed in a thin elastomer layer (t = 0.5 mm) to prevent 
smearing. For 2D detection and localization, a second array 
is spray deposited on the opposite side, forming a 10×10 
active-matrix grid to monitor through-thickness conductivity 
(Figure 4a). A pair of electronic switches and a microcontroller 
with an analog to digital converter (ATmega 328, Atmel) is used 
to monitor the impedance at each of the nodes, or crossings, 
within the grid (Figure 4b). First, as illustrated in Figure 4c, 
the demultiplexing switch applies a voltage potential to an indi-
vidual trace (blue traces). The multiplexing switch then scans 
all the orthogonal traces (red traces). If a voltage is sensed on 
an orthogonal trace, damage has occurred at the intersection of 
the two traces, as illustrated in Figure 4c. The demultiplexing 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900160

Figure 4. Damage detection and 2D localization. a) Illustration of the damage detection composite with spray deposited 2D grid of LM. b) Electrical 
circuit used to detect and localize changes in conductivity (damage). c) Current flows through the thickness of the composite when mechanical damage 
occurs. d) A random sequence of 19 damage events and e) the estimated probability of damage. The hue of each node is proportional to the probability 
of damage at that location. f) Two projectiles were fired at the damage sensing composite using a .22-caliber long rifle. g,h) (left) The projectile passed 
through the composite that was supported as a membrane on an acrylic frame; (right) damage was detected and localized as indicated by the blue 
nodes.
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switch is then indexed to the next trace and the orthogonal 
traces are scanned again.

To demonstrate this method for detecting and localizing 
damage, a hammer-driven hole punch (3 mm diameter) was 
used to induce mechanical damage at a sequence of speci-
fied nodes. The electrically self-healing properties of the 
LM–elastomer composites enable multiple damage events 
along the same conductive LM trace, even when portions of 
the LM trace are completely removed. During damage, the 
LM traces are electrically connected to the LMEE composite 
allowing the severed trace to be automatically reconfigured 
around the damage region without the loss of conductivity. 
With this sensing scheme and material architecture, the first 
two damage events will always be detected with 100% prob-
ability and is observed as the minimum number of fully local-
ized damage locations (100% probability) for any active-matrix 
grid that is at least 2 × 2 in size (Figure S7b, Supporting Infor-
mation). In contrast, for the extreme (and rare) case when 
damage localizes along one vertical line and one horizontal 
line, the same 10 ×  10 (M rows ×  N columns) active-matrix 
grid can detect and localize up to 18 locations, or M+N−2, 
with 100% probability (Figure S7d, Supporting Information). 
For both cases, there are M+N−1 independent events, that 
is, changes in state, where a new damage event is detected 
and localized.

Figure 4d shows a random sequence of damage events that 
resulted in six locations of 100% probability along with many 
more locations where damage is uncertain. The calculated 
probability of damage is plotted in Figure 4e, where the hue of 
each of the nodes is proportional to the probability of damage at 
that location. As observed after six damage events (Figure 4d,e, 
center), there are four locations where no damage has occurred: 
(2,2), (7,7), (7,5), and (9,5). This phantom damage signal occurs 
when multiple locations are activated after a single damage 
event. To account for this uncertainty, the probability of damage 
was calculated as 1/(number of activated nodes). For example, 
when damage occurs at location (9,2), two new locations 
are detected (9,2) and (2,2), resulting in a 50% probability of 
damage at each location (see Figure S8, Supporting Information 
for additional details). The goal of this damage sensing scheme 
and material architecture is not to localize every damage event 
with absolute certainty, since a large number of damage events 
would likely lead to an irrecoverable state. Instead, the purpose 
is to introduce an artificial nervous tissue that extends the lon-
gevity of soft-matter systems by reporting initial occurrences 
of damage with high probability, while determining severity 
to allow the host system to respond. To improve accuracy over 
a large area, multiple active-matrix arrays could be combined 
on the same surface or object. These experiments highlight 
the composite’s unique ability to detect and localize multiple 
extreme damage events with high probability, without experi-
encing catastrophic failure when the active-matrix grid is sev-
ered or portions are completely removed.

3. Demonstrations

The previous subsections report on material responses within 
a controlled laboratory setting. To further examine the effects 

of extreme damage in an uncontrolled environment, the 2D 
composite was subjected to ballistic puncture in an outdoor 
firing range. The composite was suspended as a membrane 
on an acrylic frame and two projectiles were fired from a 
.22-caliber long rifle (10/22, Ruger) at a distance of approxi-
mately 25 meters (Figure 4f). The projectile impact resulted 
in a fairly large damage zone that is instantaneously activated 
(Figure 4g,h, left). The projectile exit is shown in Figure S9, 
Supporting Information. The detected damage zone is signifi-
cantly larger than the entrance or exit hole due to the ballistic 
shock wave that is generated by the bullets (Figure 4g,h, right). 
Although limited to a single demonstration, these results 
nonetheless show the composite’s ability to detect and localize 
extreme damage in a real-world setting.

The electrical response to damage enables integration with 
existing control systems and provides unique opportunities to 
monitor structural health within soft robots or inflatable struc-
tures. Here, we use the composite to augment the exterior 
of an inflatable, untethered soft structure intended to mimic 
a soft humanoid robot (Figure 5a). The soft robot mimic is 
composed of a fabric suit, a fan that continuously runs to 
compensate for leaks, a high-resolution, absolute barometric 
pressure sensor (BMP280, Bosch), and a plastic skeleton to 
support the suit (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The 
fan is set to the minimum velocity required to maintain suf-
ficient inflation, as shown in Figure 5c,d (left). Three holes, 
approximately 625 mm2 in size, are cut into the soft robot 
mimic with a precision knife. In the absence of damage detec-
tion and closed-loop control, the soft robot mimic quickly 
deflates as the hole size increases (Figure 5c, left to right). 
The internal pressure of the inflatable structure was continu-
ously monitored using an absolute barometric pressure sensor 
(Figure 5e, red, bottom). The damage events are clearly dis-
tinguishable and appear as sharp decreases in the monitored 
pressure due to the rapid flow of air leaving the puncture site. 
However, while an overall decrease in pressure was expected, 
the monitored change in pressure from the original to final 
state is on the order of the noise of the high-resolution pres-
sure sensor (ΔP < 10 Pa). Consequently, it would be difficult 
to use this type of transducer for closed-loop control of low-
pressure, inflatable structures. In contrast, the soft robot 
mimic that is augmented with the damage sensing com-
posite is capable of detecting and responding to the external 
damage (Figure 5d). After detection by the microcontroller, the 
damage signals are wirelessly transmitted to a mobile com-
puting platform and the effective area of damage is calculated 
(Figure 5e, top). Based on the calculated damage, the on-board 
control system is able to adjust the velocity of the fan used 
for inflation to compensate for the loss in pressure caused 
by the damage (Figure 5d, inset). Here, a small increase in 
pressure is observed as damage is induced (Figure 5e, gray, 
bottom). The relative progression of damage is also shown in 
Video S2, Supporting Information. This demonstration illus-
trates the ease of integration with existing soft-matter systems 
and compatibility with on-board control, sensing, and actua-
tion commonly used in existing robotic platforms. As with 
the ballistic impact study, it also provides evidence that the 
damage-detecting material can function outside of a controlled 
laboratory setting.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 1900160
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4. Conclusion

We have presented a soft biomimetic composite for use as arti-
ficial nervous tissue to detect, communicate, and respond to 
detrimental, mechanical damage events. Mechanical damage—
that is, compression, fracture, or puncture—causes embedded 
droplets of liquid metal (LM) suspended in a soft elastomer 
matrix to rupture, creating local changes in electrical conduc-
tivity. This work builds off of previous studies by the authors 

on damage-induced percolation of LM droplets within LM-
embedded elastomer (LMEE) composites. What is new here 
is the special focus on how the mechanical compliance of the 
elastomer matrix can be used to tailor the damage response 
of LMEEs such that changes in electrical conductivity only 
occur for certain types of damage. Another novel contribution 
is the integration of a highly deformable active-matrix grid of 
LM traces that measure these local changes in conductivity 
in order to actively detect and localize the material damage. 
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Figure 5. Autonomous damage detection for pressure regulation. a) A soft, untethered inflatable humanoid structure with programmable fan for 
inflation was augmented with the damage detecting composite. The fan is shown outside of the inflatable structure for visualization. b) A mobile 
computing platform is used for visualization of damage, recording damage and pressure data, and provides a wireless link between the damage 
detecting composite and programmable fan. c,d) Damage was induced using a precision knife. (c) The unmodified inflatable humanoid structure was 
unable to detect any environmental changes and quickly deflated as the area of damage increased. (d) The augmented inflatable humanoid structure 
was able to detect and respond to the environmental changes by increasing the velocity of the fan based on the estimated area of damage. (inset) Plot 
of the fan control signal. When damage is detected, the velocity of the fan is increased to compensate for the loss in pressure. (c) (bottom) Approximate 
area of damage. (e) (top) Plot of the estimated damage. (e) (bottom) The change in pressure (red) of the inflatable humanoid structure is almost 
undetectable using a high resolution barometer (±1 Pa). In contrast, the pressure (gray) of the augmented inflatable structure slightly increases as 
damage occurs. e) Note, a y axis offset is applied to the data to assist in visualization of the data.
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Furthermore, we show such a composite can be coated on a 
variety of substrates and is observed to operate as expected even 
under extreme damage events such as ballistic puncture. When 
tightly coupled with actuation, computation, and communica-
tion, this system provides a method for structural health moni-
toring in an inflatable soft robot mimic, enabling algorithmic 
adaptation to environmental changes. This technology, coupled 
with methods for self-healing, provides a path forward for con-
tinuous structural health monitoring, self-diagnosis, and repair 
of soft structures to rival the longevity that is exhibited in nat-
ural, biological systems.

5. Experimental Section
Fabrication: Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning) was prepared per 

manufacturer’s directions by mixing 10:1 oligomer-to-curing agent 
ratio in a planetary centrifugal mixer, unless otherwise noted. The 
Sylgard 184 5:1 specimens were prepared by mixing 5:1 oligomer-
to-curing agent ratio. Sylgard 527 (Dow Corning) was prepared per 
manufacturer’s directions by mixing equal weights of parts A and B in 
a planetary centrifugal mixer. The elastomer blends were prepared by 
mixing 80%, 60% , 40% , and 20% weight percent of Sylgard 184 to 
Sylgard 527 in a planetary centrifugal mixer. All base elastomers (Sylgard 
184 and 527) were mixed for 1 min and then defoamed for 1 min using 
a planetary mixer (AR-100, Thinky). Gallium and indium were purchased 
from Solution Materials, LLC and combined at 75% Ga, 25% In by 
weight to produce EGaIn. The LM–elastomer composite was fabricated 
by combining uncured silicone with EGaIn at a 1:1 volume loading. The 
prepolymer and LM were mixed by hand until an emulsion was formed 
and no large droplets of LM were visually present. The emulsion was 
then further mixed using a planetary mixer for 1 min (AR-100, Thinky). 
After mixing, the composite was cast or molded and subsequently cured 
(100 °C, 1 h).

Mechanical Characterization: Samples were cast in acrylic molds 
(t = 1 mm) using a dogbone specimen geometry (Die B, ASTM D412A) 
and tested on a materials testing machine (5969, Instron) at a strain rate 
of 100 mm·min−1. To prevent slipping, the samples were glued (Sil-Poxy, 
Smooth-On) to 6 mm thick acrylic plates and allowed to cure overnight. 
The LM-elastomer composite was coated on ripstop Nylon (xprd560961, 
Jo-Ann Fabrics). A dogbone specimen geometry was cut from the sheet 
using a UV laser cutter (U3 protolaser, LPKF).

Electrical Characterization: Activation strain: Samples were cast in 
acrylic molds (t = 1 mm) using a dogbone specimen geometry (Die 
B, ASTM D412A) and tested on a materials testing machine (5969, 
Instron) at a strain rate of 100 mm·min−1. The tabs of the specimen 
were activated to the gauge by manually applying pressure. The samples 
were then glued (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On) to 6 mm thick acrylic plates 
and allowed to cure overnight, with the electrical contact outside of the 
clamping area to reduce possible artifacts. The conductivity between 
the tabs was monitored using a Universal Serial Bus (USB) DAQ (USB-
6002, NI). In its undamaged state following synthesis, this composite 
was electrically insulating (<10−7 S), even for high liquid metal volume 
fractions (φ ⩾ 50%). Once activated, the conductivity for a φ =  50% 
composite was σ = 1.37 × 103 S·cm−1. During characterization, we 
considered the composite to be fully activated when the conductance 
between two adjacent traces was G > 0.003 S.

Activation Force: The LM–elastomer composite was cast in square 
acrylic molds (t = 500 µm). Traces were drawn into the material using 
a ball point pen with a center-to-center spacing of 5 mm. The samples 
were then encapsulated with a 500 µm layer of 10:1 Sylgard 184 (cured 
at 100 °C for 30 min). A glass cylindrical indenter (3 mm diameter) was 
pressed into the composite at a rate of 0.01 mm·s−1. For cut activation, 
a precision knife was used to cut across two adjacent traces. The 
conductivity between adjacent lines was monitored using an USB DAQ 
(USB-6002, NI).

Active-Matrix Grid of LM: For 1D samples, a grid of LM was spray 
deposited[52] onto the LM–elastomer composite using a stencil mask 
(Blazer Orange Laser Mask, IKONICS Imaging). Conductive fabric tape 
(CN-3490, 3M) was used to interface the LM traces with hook up wiring. 
The circuit schematic for 1D damage detection is shown in Figure S11, 
Supporting Information.

For 2D samples, a grid of LM was spray deposited[52] onto an 
elastomer sealing layer using a stencil mask (Blazer Orange Laser 
Mask, IKONICS Imaging). The LM–elastomer layer was deposited on 
top of the grid using a thin-film applicator (ZUA 2000, Zehntner) and 
cured (100°C, 1 h). A grid of LM was then spray deposited[52] onto the 
LM–elastomer composite. Conductive fabric tape (CN-3490, 3M) was 
used to interface the LM traces with hook up wiring. For detecting 
and localizing damage, an electronic switch (CD74HC4067SM96, TI) 
was used in a multiplexer/demultiplexer configuration as shown in 
Figure 4b. A microcontroller (ATMega 328) was used to interface with  
a computer using the USB. The data was plotted using server-side 
JavaScript (Node.js).

Soft Robot Fabrication: The soft robot mimic was constructed from 
a fabric suit (inflatable full body suit, Rubie’s), two squirrel cage fans 
(11270, SparkFun Electronics) that continuously ran to compensate for 
leaks within the fabric suit, and a PVC skeleton to support the fabric 
suit (Figure S10, Supporting Information). A Bluetooth low energy (BLE) 
UART module (nRF51, Nordic) was connected to the microcontroller, 
enabling wireless data transmission to a mobile computing platform 
(Pixel C, Google). The estimated damage was calculated and sent to 
a second microcontroller (ATMega 328) with a BLE UART module. A 
DC motor driver (DRV8871, TI) was used to control the velocity of the 
fans used for inflation. The circuit was powered using two lithium ion 
batteries (3.7v, 2000 mAh) connected in series. The internal structure 
pressure was monitored using a high resolution, absolute barometric 
pressure sensor (BMP280, Bosch).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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